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ABSTRACT 
 

Interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems (IT2FLSs), have recently shown great potential in various applications 

with dynamic uncertainties. It is believed that additional degree of uncertainty provided by IT2FL allows 

for better representation of the uncertainty and vagueness present in prediction models. However, 

determining the parameters of the membership functions of IT2FL is important for providing optimum 

performance of the system. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) has attracted the interest of researchers 

due to their simplicity, effectiveness and efficiency in solving real-world optimization problems. In this 

paper, a novel optimal IT2FLS is designed, applied for predicting winning chances in elections. PSO is 

used as an optimized algorithm to tune the parameter of the primary membership function of the IT2FL to 

improve the performance and increase the accuracy of the IT2F set. Simulation results show the superiority 

of the PSO-IT2FL to the similar non-optimal IT2FL system with an increase in the prediction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In a technical sense, an election is a process by which an office is assigned to a person by an act 
of voting that involves the simultaneous expression of opinion by many people. Elections have 
been the usual mechanism by which modern representative democracy has operated since the 
17th century. It serves as a process of changing the government in a country through peaceful 
means. The process and properties may vary for different sectors and different countries. The 
election prediction, on the other hand, aims at forecasting the outcome of elections. The major 
challenge in election prediction is the task of predicting an accurate result. The goal of predicting 
election outcomes requires forecasters to pay attention to the political and economic indicators 
that vary across a series of electoral contests, such as macroeconomic conditions and popularity 
ratings. There are three leading approaches to Election prediction – opinion polls, prediction 
markets, and models [1].  
 

Opinion polls are usually designed to represent the opinions of a population by conducting a 
series of questions and then extrapolating generalities in ratio or within confidence intervals. 
Prediction markets are betting markets where people buy and sell candidate futures based on who 
they think will win the election. Models use non-polling aggregate data to predict election 
outcomes with the use of measures of government and economic performance. All three are 
united in that they are driven by some methodological theory, but models represent the most 
accurate and reliable method of predicting elections to date [2].   
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To predict an accurate result of elections with respect to the different candidates and parties is 
quite a challengeable task since the system is linguistic, vague, and dynamic in nature. Also 
predicting more accurately requires more information and the use of more parameters which has 
been lacking. A variety of predictive models such as statistical, regression analysis, predicting 
from past experiences, etc. are proposed for elections predictions and have given inaccurate 
results. Due to the changing times and trends, statistical methods are unable to predict elections in 
a realistic way sequel to their inadequacy to represent fuzzy information that characterize election 
processes. Traditional rigorous mathematical approaches are inappropriate for the modeling of 
this kind of humanistic system due to the imprecision in their linguistic expressions. In general, 
economic conditions and public opinion surveys are used to build the models for predicting the 
election outcome. [3] [4] are some typical contributions on election forecasting from political 
scientists. [5], an economist also developed models based on economic variables in predicting 
election outcomes. In numerous cases, the existing legal framework establishes that political 
parties should “democratically” elect their candidates, but this concept is very vague, and there 
are few if any applicable legal provisions.  
 

However, the election systems are inherently vague and cannot be expressed easily in precise 
numbers. The vagueness is both in the values of the variables and in which variable is important 
and thus should be considered. For example, public opinion surveys and economic conditions are 
frequently expressed linguistically as “very important, important, not important” or “very good, 
good, not good”. These linguistic expressions cannot be converted into precise numbers without 
loss of some of the original meanings. The concept of information is inherently associated with 
the concept of uncertainty which affects decision-making due to some deficiency. Uncertain 
information may be incomplete, imprecise, fragmentary, not fully reliable, vague, contradictory, 
or deficient in some other way [6] [7] [8]. Recently, optimization techniques, inspired in social 
behaviours, have evolved as an alternative to statistical and regression analysis model for 
prediction, through use of information about real or synthetic data [9]. Some of these methods are 
genetic algorithms [10] [11], type-1 fuzzy logic [12] [13], type-2 fuzzy logic [7], particle swarm 
optimization [14] [15], etc. Basically, the interest in evolutionary approach is due to easy code 
building and implementation, no usage of information about gradients and, capacity to escape 
from local optimal [9] [16]. 
 

T1FL, developed by [12] is a form of many-valued logic based on fuzzy set theory. The initial 
idea of T1FL is to generalize the notion of membership to a continuous range of [0, 1], called the 
membership grade, to indicate its gradient nature, where the membership grade for each point x in 
the universe is another point μ�x� ∈ �0, 1
. T1FL deals with reasoning that is approximate rather 
than fixed and exact and helps in modeling knowledge through the use of if-then fuzzy rules. A 
T1FL system is made up of fuzzifier, rule-base, fuzzy inference engine, and defuzzification units. 
It has been applied in many scientific and engineering fields, including social science in the area 
of politics [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25]. However, T1FL has limited capabilities to 
directly and adequately handle uncertainties and imprecision because the T1F set has a 
membership grade that is crisp. 
 

The T2FL, which is an extension of T1FL [7], has evolved to overcome the limitation of T1FL. In 
T2F sets, the membership grade	μ�x�	is a distribution of the expected point in [0, 1]. However, it 
is difficult and computationally intensive estimating this distribution and to work with T2FL. The 
IT2FL, a special case of T2FL, attempts to capture the uncertainty of T2F sets using T1F sets. 
The IT2FL has all the benefits of the T1FL system. In addition, it has a type-reduction unit that 
generates a T1F set output. The IT2FLS is again characterized by IF-THEN rules, but its 
antecedent or consequent sets are now type-2. 
 

The main idea of IT2FL in politics resides in the fact that the political expert reasoning and 
election data are strongly based on vague and uncertain statements so common in the social field. 
IT2F sets are employed in this paper because they give the theoretical benefits of full T2F sets, 
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capable of handling uncertainties and imprecision of the parameters better than T1FL and are 
practical to use. Thus, it can be used when the circumstances are too uncertain to determine exact 
membership grades in order to improve result accuracy, tractability, robustness and low-cost 
solutions, as in the case of election results prediction. However, in order to find the optimal 
intelligent prediction of election results, the bio-inspired method is applied on the optimization of 
the membership functions’ parameters of IT2FL to obtain the optimal one. 
 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO), introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [26] is a metaheuristic 
approach very useful in optimization problems. PSO maintains a swarm of particles and each 
particle represents a possible solution. These particles "fly" through a multidimensional search 
space, where the position of each particle is adjusted according to ones experience and that of its 
neighbours  [27]. In this paper, an IT2FL is used to predict election results. This predictor is 
optimized by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm for an optimal result. The remainder 
of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents related literature while section 3 gives 
proposed design. Results and discussions are presented in section 4. Section 5 presents the 
conclusion and section 6 gives references. 
 

2. THE INTERVAL TYPE-TWO CONTROLLERS 
 

The T1FL, developed by Professor L. A. Zadeh [12], is a form of many-valued logic and it deals 
with reasoning that is approximate rather than fixed and exact. FL has rapidly become one of the 
most successful of today's technologies for developing sophisticated control systems because of 
its ability to handle vague statement, uncertain or imprecise information and also in decision-
making system (DMS). In recent years the T1FLS has been on increase application in many to 
solve real-world problems because of the fact that fuzzy systems can deal with linguistic data 
along with the numerical data. T1FL has been applied in scientific, industrial, healthcare, etc for 
the design, development and implementation of algorithms and models. T1FL design can 
accommodate the ambiguities of real-world in human language and logic, unlike traditional 
approaches which require accurate equations to model real-world behaviours. 
 

Although T1FLS can handle the uncertainties related to imprecise data, in some cases a higher 
degree of precision is required. This triggered the introduction of IT2FLS concept [7], which is an 
extension of T1FL. An IT2F set is characterized by a fuzzy membership value for each element of 
this set which is a fuzzy number with an interval in [0, 1]. Such sets can deal with the 
uncertainties about the fuzzy membership value itself. The uncertainty in data can be represented 
by the footprint of uncertainty (FOU). The IT2FL theory has been applied to different fields of 
human existence. The IT2FL has the ability to handle uncertainty adequately than its T1FL 
counterpart with ability, reliability, capability and robustness. 
 

The structure of an IT2FL as shown in Figure 1 is made up of five components; The fuzzification, 
rule-base, inference engine, type reduction and defuzzification units. Fuzzification maps inputs 
(real values) to fuzzy values. Inference engine applies a fuzzy reasoning mechanism to obtain a 
fuzzy output. The knowledge base contains a set of fuzzy rules, which is of the form 
�:	����	is���and…�������then ��!� , � = 1,2,…$and a membership functions set known as the 
database. Type Reducer transforms a fuzzy set into a Type- 1 Fuzzy Set. The defuzzification 
maps one output to precise values. An interval type-2 fuzzy set (IT2 FS)Ã is characterized by a 
membership interval in the universe of discourse X as; 
 

Ã = &'�x, u�, μÃ�x, u�)*∀x ∈ X, ∀u ∈Jx⊆	 �0, 1
}   (1) 
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Fig. 1: Structure of an IT2FL Model for Election Results Prediction 
 

Ã = ∑ 0∑ �1/2
3∈45 67�8� /��    (2) 
 

Where x, the primary variable, has domain X; u∈U, the secondary variable, has domain Jx at each 
x∈X;Jx is called the primary membership of x and the secondary grades of  Ã all equal 1. [28] 
[29]. Uncertainty about Ã is conveyed by the union of all the primary memberships, which is 
called the footprint of uncertainty (FOU) of A, encompassing all the embedded primary 
membership functions J: of Ã as shown in 3. 
 

μÃ�x, u� = 	1, �;<�Ã� = ⋃ J:∀:∈> = {�x, u�:	u ∈ 	Jx ⊆ �0, 1
}  (3) 
 

FOU(Ã) is bounded by upper membership function (UMF) μÃ�x�  and lower membership function 

(LMF) @Ã(x), ∀x∈X, respectively assuming minimum and maximum of the membership functions 

of the embedded T1FSs in the FOU 
 

μÃ�x� ≡ �;<	�Ã�∀� ∈ B   (4) 
 

μÃ�x� ≡ �;<	�Ã�∀� ∈ B    (5) 
 

For	IT2FS, J: = �μÃ�x�, μÃ�x�], ∀� ∈ B   (6) 
 

We employ IT2 Gaussian membership function (GMF) with fixed mean, c and uncertain standard 
deviation, I to evaluate the degree of membership (DoM) of the input variables.  GMF is suitable 
for a highly dynamic random system such as election results prediction.   
 

@J��� = expL− 5NO
PQ RIS	�I�, IP
                                         (7) 

 

The upper and lower membership functions are calculated using:  
 

@̅ÃUV���� = expW− 5UNOUV
PQXY,UVY Z , @̅Ã��� = [�\, IP; ��  (8) 

 

@ÃUV���� = expW− 5UNOUV
PQ^,UVY Z , @Ã��� = [�\, I�; ��           (9) 

 

Where w is the centre (mean), σ is the standard deviation and x is the input vector. The variables 
IP,�_ and I�,�_ are premise parameters that define the DoM of each element to the fuzzy set Ã 
and FOUs of the IT2FS. The detail description is found in [30] [28]. The fuzzy rules are defined 
as; 
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`���	��@����,			�P	��@��P�, a[b,… , a[b�_��@��_�cde[@f = 
�min	� @����,			�P	��@��P�, … @��_��
, �max	� @����,			�P	��@��P�, … @��_��
                  (10) 
 

The firing intervals for lower and upper membership functions are evaluated using [31] as; 
 

��'��) = h@iĵU'��′ ) ∗. . .∗ @ijVU '��′ )l , �@iĵU'��′ ) ∗. . .∗ @ijVU '��′ )
 	≡ h��, ��l , � = 	1, 2, ..,M]       (11) 
 

 Where Fi(xi) is the antecedent of rule i and µF1
i(xˈ) is the DoM of x in F. @iĵU(x) and @ijVU (x) are 

upper and lower MFs of @iU . Instead of the product, the minimum can be used as an operator in 

(11). Typically, the firing intervals for low, medium and high membership functions for each 
input variable is evaluated as,  
 

mno�5� = p@oqrrstuvwx� +	@oqrrstuvwxP
2 , @oqrrstuvwz� +	@oqrrstuvwzP

2 { 
=					 @oqrrstuvw��_�, @oqrrstuvw��_�                                    (12) 

 

Where,@oqrrstuvwx� and @oqrrstuvwxP are the left-hand side uncertainty region boundaries and  
@oqrrstuvwz�	|}~		@oqrrstuvwzP are right-hand side uncertainty region boundaries for 
membership function variables.  
 

The inference engine combines the fired rules and gives a mapping from input IT2FSs to output 
IT2FSs. Perform type-reduction for combining ��	��′	� and its consequent. In this paper, we 
explore the center of sets type-reducer (COS) method. The details are as follows:  
 

 �z���� = �������, ������
 ≡ ��� , ��
 = ⋃ ∑ iUfU�U�^
∑ iU�U�^iU∈�U�5��

fU∈�U
                          (14) 

 

Which,                                                           �� = 
∑ i�Uf�U�U�^
∑ i�U�U�^

                                                           (15) 

 

�� = 
∑ i�Uf�U�U�^
∑ i�U�U�^

                                                           (16) 

 

Compute output           � = 	 f��f�P            (17) 
 

3. THE PARTICLE SWAM OPTIMIZATION  
 

The Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [26], is a population-based stochastic 
optimization technique inspired by social behaviour of bird flocking, fish schooling or 
human grouping to find the optimal solution using a population of particles. The 
fundamentals of PSO are the population of particles, interconnection topologies, search 
algorithms and evaluation rules which cooperate together in finding the optimal solution 
to the problem. The PSO searches through an n-dimensional problem space with the aim 
of minimizing or maximizing the objective function of the problem. In the PSO 
algorithm, for example, the birds in a flock are symbolically represented as "particles", 
considered as simple agents "flying" through a problem space. A particle's location in the 
multi-dimensional problem space represents one solution for the problem. When a 
particle moves to a new location, a different problem solution is generated. This solution 
is evaluated by a fitness function that provides a quantitative value of the solution's 
utility.  
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 Each individual or particle of the population has both an adaptable velocity (position change) 
according to which it moves in the search space and a memory, remembering the best position of 
the search space it has ever visited. Thus, the basic concept of PSO lies in accelerating each 
particle towards the best individual of a topological neighbourhood with a random weighted 
acceleration at each time. PSO is an algorithm with a simple structure, simple parameter setting 
and fast convergence speed. It is widely applied to solve various function optimization problems, 
mathematical modeling, system control, or the problems that can be transformed to function 
optimization problems [32] [33] [34] [35[. Over the past years, PSO has demonstrated an efficient 
and successful application in many research and application areas with a better result faster and 
cheap as compared to other approaches. Additionally, PSO adjusts a few parameters, a slight 
modification of one version could well be employed in a wide variety of applications. PSO has 
been used to solve a wide range of problems across many applications, including, fuzzy 
controllers design [25] [36]. 
 

In PSO algorithm, each particle has a position vector (Pi) and a velocity vector (vi) in the search 
space and inertia weight (w), parameter employed to control the previous velocities on the current 
velocity. First, the particles are initialized randomly. Then, it finds the best solution by iteration. 
Each particle flies through the solution space of problem and adjusts its flying velocity to search 
for the global optimum according to its own and social historical experiences. At every learning 
cycle, each particle’s position and velocity are updated by the two best positions. One of which is 
the best solution found by the particle itself called personal best value (Pbest) and the other is the 
best solution found by the whole swarm, called global best value (Gbest).  
The particle velocityis updated by (18) and the position of the particle is calculated and presented 
in (19),while the inertia weightis calculated in (20) respectively. 
 

���� + 1� = 	�. ����� +	��. ��. '�� − B����) +	�P. �P. ��� − B�����  (18) 
 
 

B��� + 1� = 	B���� +	���� + 1��                                     (19) 
 

Where: 
 
�  - particle index 
t - iteration number 
�� - displacement of particle’s movement 
�����  - is the current (previous) particle velocity 
���� + 1�  - is the updated particle velocity 
� - constriction coefficient 
B� – particle’s position within the problem domain  

 

\ =	\_�5 − ��} OV��NOVU�
w�:���                                             (20)  

 

Where w is the inertia weight, \_�5 = 0.8 and \_�� = 0.4, gen is the evolutionary generation 
number. 
 

First, parameter values of i, ���1�, B��1�, ��and�P, �, �� and �� are initialized to begin the 
particle’s movements within the problem space.  The overall steps of the PSO algorithm are 
presented in Figure 2. The procedure described in Figure 2 is applied to find an optimal 
IT2FLCcombined with PSO to achieve a better space of solutions. 
 
 
 
 
 

B����   - current particle position 

��|}~�P  - two positive constant 

��|}~�P   - are normalized unit random  
numbers in the range [0, 1]  
 ��  -  individual best candidate solution for 

particle  � 
��  - global best candidate solution. 
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Fig. 2: The PSO Algorithm 
 

4. THE PARTICLE INTERVAL TYPE-2 FUZZY LOGIC DESIGN FOR ELECTION 

RESULTS PREDICTION 
 

Standard The IT2FL model is designed to predict the election results. The concept of IT2FL 
inference system is used to calculate the percentage of chances of selection of a candidate to win 
the election. Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS) use fuzzy sets and “if-then” rules relevant to fuzzy 
sets to make decisions about incomplete or vague information. There are basically Mamdani and 
Sugeno, two most commonly fuzzy inference systems are present in MATLAB. The study 
employs Mamdani type of IT2FIS to evaluate the chances of selection of a candidate. IT2FIS 
system executes in five major steps: fuzzification, rulebase, inference, type-reduction and 
defuzzification as discussed in section 2.  
 

In this study, initially, thirteen input parameters are collected as the factors according to 
their level of importance for a candidate to win an election. After proper analysis with some 
experts and removing/grouping some dependent arguments, only six input parameters are selected 
and use as input variables. The study considers popularity, the strength of the political party, 
credibility from past performance, financial/economic power, number of years in active politics 
and educational achievement as input parameters while; winning chance is the output variable, 
representing the level of chances of a candidate winning an election. The universe of discourse 
(UOD) for the inputs and output variables and the domain intervals of the variables used in the 
developed fuzzy models as well as the range of each variable are defined and shown in Table 1. 
These are partitioned according to their lower and upper values used in controlling the models. 
Fuzzy sets of the inputs and output variables and their associated values and labels are defined 
and presented in Table 2 respectively.  

 

Table 1: Domain Intervals of Input and Output Variables 
 

Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Popularity 
The strength of 
partyCredibility 
Financial State 
Years of Active 
ServiceEducational 
Achievement 

0 
0  
0 
0 
0 
0 
 

10 
1 
100 
10 
10 
8 

WinningChances 0  100 
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Table 2: Inputs and Outputs MF Variables Fuzzy sets 
 

Fuzzy Set Gaussian MF Range   
Lower 
I 1 
 

Upper 
I 2 

Center 
c 

Symbol 

Popularity  
Low 
Medium 
High 

1.566, 
0.93	 
1.347	 

2.14 
1.36 
1.908 

 

0.0 
5.0 
10.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Strength of Party  
Weak 
Average 
Strong 

0.121	 
0.069	 
0.089	 

0.17 
0.11 
0.137 

0.0 
0.5 
1.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Credibility   
Low 
Moderate 
High 

11.56	 
6.21	 
10.19	 

16.89 
10.12 
15.39 

 

0.0 
50.0 
100.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Years of Active Politics  
Low 
Moderate 
High 

0.936 
0.708	 
1.06	 

1.443 
1.135 
1.607 

0.0 
5.0 
10.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

 Financial/Economic Power   
Weak 
Average 
Strong 

1.019	 
0.779	 
0.923 

1.539 
1.241 
1.402 

0.0 
5.0 
10.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Educational Achievement  
Low 
Moderate 
High 

0.957 
0.59	 
0.848	 

1.4 
0.918 
1.286 

0.0 
4.0 
8.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Winning Chances  
Very Low 
Low 
Moderate 
High 
Very High 

10.2	 
8.49	 
6.702	 
8.26 
9.36		 

15.06 
12.03 
10.02 
11.73 
13.6 

0.0 
33.2 
50.0 
66.7 
100.0 
 

VL 
LO 
Mo 
HI 
VH 

 

Fuzzification: this module maps the crisp values to interval type-2 fuzzy sets (IT2FSs) using a 
defined Gaussian membership function method. Each input variable has three membership 
functions as, low, moderate, high. The output variable (the level of chances of winning) has five 
membership functions as, very low, low, moderate, high and very high. The linguistic variable of 
six input memberships represented in Table 2 can be presented as follows:  
 

Input Variable (Popularity) 
 

�@7£¤3����¥fx�
, �@7£¤3����¥fxP
I.e. Input Popularity Upper and Lower membership function for 
Low 
�@7£¤3����¥f¦�
, �@7£¤3����¥f¦P] i.e. Input Popularity Upper and Lower membership function for 
Moderate 
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�@7£¤3����¥f§�
, �@7£¤3����¥f§P
I.e. Input Popularity Upper and Lower membership function for 
High 
 

Input Variable (Strength of Party) 
 

�@¨¥����¥©£i7��¥fx�
, �@¨¥����¥©£i7��¥fxP
i.e. Input Strength of Party Upper and Lower 
membership function for Low 
�@¨¥����¥©£i7��¥f¦�
, �@¨¥����¥©£i7��¥f¦P] i.e. Input ª���}��ℎ¬�|��� Upper and Lower 
membership function for Moderate 
�@¨¥����¥©£i7��¥f§�
, �@¨¥����¥©£i7��¥f§P
i.e. Input Popularity Upper and Lower membership 
function for High 
 

Input Variable (Strength of Party) 
 

�@®��¯�°���¥fx�
, �@®��¯�°���¥fxP
I.e. Input ±��~�²�³��� Upper and Lower membership function for 
Low 
�@®��¯�°���¥f¦�
, �@®��¯�°���¥f¦P] i.e. Input ±��~�²�³��� Upper and Lower membership function 
for Moderate 
�@®��¯�°���¥f§�
, �@®��¯�°���¥f§P
I.e. Input ±��~�²�³��� Upper and Lower membership function for 
High 
The same applies to financial state/economic power, years in active politics and educational 
achievement respectively. 
 

Output Variable (Winning Chances)  
 

�@´������®©��µ�¶x�
, �@´������®©��µ�¶xP
I.e. Input ·�}}�}�±ℎ|}��� Upper and Lower 
membership function for Very Low 
�@´������®©��µ�¶x�
, �@´������®©��µ�¶xP
I.e. Input ·�}}�}�±ℎ|}��� Upper and Lower 
membership function for Low 
�@´������®©��µ�¶¦�
, �@´������®©��µ�¶¦P] i.e. Input ·�}}�}�±ℎ|}��� Upper and Lower 
membership function for Moderate 
�@´������®©��µ�¶§�
, �@´������®©��µ�¶§P
I.e. Input ·�}}�}�±ℎ|}��� Upper and Lower 
membership function for High 
�@´������®©��µ�¶§�
, �@´������®©��µ�¶§P
I.e. Input ·�}}�}�±ℎ|}��� Upper and Lower 
membership function for �@´������®©��µ�¶§�
, �@´������®©��µ�¶§P
 i.e. Input ·�}}�}�±ℎ|}��� 
Upper and Lower membership function for Very High. 
  
Fuzzy logic toolbox in Matlab 7.5.0 is employed for the input and output membership function 
plots. Fuzzy rules are defined for the rules knowledge base which holds the rules employed by the 
inference engine. In this study, the antecedents and consequents are described using interval type-
2 fuzzy sets and the rule base is created by assigning each value of the six input variables, to its 
maximum membership class. Parts of the fuzzy rules are presented in Table 3. Each MF of the 
antecedent part is represented by an upper and a lower membership function.  In the IT2FLS, the 
rule base part is enclosed with six antecedents which are, Popularity, Strength of Party, 

Credibility, Financial/Economic power, Years in active politics and Educational Achievement. 
This divides the input space into a set of fuzzy regions with one consequent part (Winning 
Chances) which describes the system behaviour in those regions. Each of the input parameters has 
3 membership functions, resulting to 35=243 possible combination of if-then rules in (10). 
Applying the expert’s knowledge has reduced the number of rules to 99 rules. 
 

Inference Engine combines the rules in a rule base and input IT2-FSs from fuzzification to 
produce output IT2 FSs. The firing strength ith rule is evaluated using the Mamdani fuzzy 
inference engine approach as presented in (11). A type-reduction is computed by combining the 
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output IT2F sets and then performs a center-of-set calculation using the iterative Karnik-Mendel 
(KM) algorithm in (14) to produce an interval T1 FS (type-reduced set) determined by its two 
endpoints, yL and yR . Finally, we perform defuzzification by finding the average of the two 
endpoints,�� and �� in (17) and obtain the crisp value (Winning Chance). After we obtain the 
IT2FLC design, we then apply PSO technique to find the parameters of the IT2FLC of each 
candidate. 
 

5. THE PSO OPTIMIZED INTERVAL TYPE-2 FUZZY LOGIC DESIGN FOR 

ELECTION RESULTS  

 

In order to design the optimized IT2FL for election result prediction presented in section 
4 above, the PSO algorithms are applied to search globally optimal parameters of primary 
membership functions (MFs) of the IT2FL to improve the performance and increase the 
accuracy of the IT2F set. The main idea consists in using the PSO algorithm to 
dynamically adjust the MFs of the IT2FL election predictor. The structure of the 
optimized IT2FL controller with PSO is presented in Figure 3. 
 

In this paper, four the linguistic input variables are used which include; Popularity, Strength of 

political party, Credibility from Past performance, Financial/Economic power, Number of years 

in Active politics and Educational Achievement. The IT2FL-PSO algorithm for election result 
prediction is shown in Figure 4.The velocity of the particle is updated and the position of the 
particle is calculated using (18) and (19) while the inertia weight is computed using (20) 
respectively. The IT2FL-PSO parameters are given in Table 3. From Figure 4, the PSO algorithm 
is used to train the IT2FLCparameters to extract the best values that aid the prediction of election 
results by dynamically adjusting the MFs of the IT2FL system. The best individual/particle is 
injected into the population of the worst method in four iterations and vice versa. PSO uses the 
population/swarm in the iteration in obtaining the best individual/particle. The maximum number 
of iterations/generations is used in stopping the algorithm while the best result obtained from the 
IT2FL-PSO process is kept. The IT2FL system generating the latest gbest is the optimal IT2FL 
system. Table 4 shows the inputs and outputs MF variables fuzzy sets tuned with the PSO 
algorithm.  

 

Table 3: IT2FL-PSO Parameters 
 

S/N Parameter Description Value 
1 w Inertia 1.2 
2 c1  Constant 2 
3 c2 Constant 2 
4 r1 Random number [0,1] 
5 ����� Particle Velocity  
6 ���� + 1�   
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 Fig. 3: PSO Optimized IT2FL for Election Result Prediction 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: IT2FL-PSO Algorithm for Election Results Prediction 
 

Table 4: Input and output MF variable fuzzy sets after tuning with PSO algorithm. 
 

Fuzzy Set Gaussian MF Range   
Lower 
I 1 
 

Upper 
I 2 

Center 
c 

Symbol 

Popularity  
Low 
Medium 
High 

1.19 
1.02	 
1.02	 

1.64 
1.43 
1.46 

 

0.0 
5.5 
10.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Strength of Party  
Weak 
Average 
Strong 

0.11	 
0.11	 
0.08	 

0.15 
0.16 
0.12 

0.0 
0.5 
1.1 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Credibility   
Low 
Moderate 
High 

10.7	 
9.11	 
14.4	 

16.02 
14.15 
20.24 

 

0.0 
47.3 
100.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 
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Years of Active Politics  
Low 
Moderate 
High 

1.24 
0.7	 
1.35	 

1.68 
1.14 
2.02 

0.0 
4.77 
10.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

 Financial/Economic Power   
Weak 
Average 
Strong 

1.01	 
1.08	 
1.35 

1.53 
1.6 
1.99 

0.0 
5.24 
10.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Educational Achievement  
Low 
Moderate 
High 

1.24 
0.68	 
0.84	 

1.68 
1.01 
1.28 

0.0 
4.36 
8.0 

LO 
ME 
HI 

Winning Chances  
Very Low 
Low 
Moderate 
High 
Very High 

10.2	 
8.49	 
6.702	 
8.26 
9.36		 

15.06 
12.03 
10.02 
11.73 
13.6 

0.0 
33.2 
50.0 
66.7 
100.0 
 

VL 
LO 
Mo 
HI 
VH 

 

6. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

In this paper, IT2FL for election result prediction system is developed and is applied to predict 
the chances of a candidate winning an election in Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria. Input data are 
generated based on the six variables; Popularity, Strength of party Credibility, Financial State, 

Years of Active Service and Educational Achievement whileWinning Chances is the desired 
output. For each input, Gaussian membership functions with fixed mean and uncertain standard 
deviation are used. Secondly, we optimize IT2FL controllers using PSO approach. In this case, 
we combine IT2FL and PSO in order to obtain the best design of an optimal IT2FL and apply to 
prediction problem.  
 

6.1 ELECTION RESULTS PREDICTION OBTAINED IT2FLC APPROACH 
 

Figure 6 shows membership function evaluation based on the six input variables. The input and 
output membership functions plots showing the degree of membership are shown in Figures 6(a)-
(g) respectively. Figure 7 gives theIT2FL rule viewers of chances of winning an election while 
Table 4 presents the results of IT2FL for Election Winning Chance. Figure 9 shows the graph of 
the result of IT2FL for election result prediction in Table 4. 
 

 
 

Fig.  5: Membership Function Evaluation 
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Fig. 6: IT2FL Input and output Membership function plots (a) Popularity (b) Strength of Party (c) 
Credibility  (d) Financial /Economic power (e) Years in active politics (f) Educational achievement and (g) 

Winning Chances 
                  

 
 

         Fig. 7: IT2FL Rule Viewers of Chances of Winning Election 
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Table 5: Results of IT2FLC for Election Winning Chance 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: The graph of the results of IT2FL for election result prediction 
 

6.2 OPTIMAL IT2FLC RESULTS OBTAINED USING PSO METHOD  
 

In this section, we present simulations results of the IT2FL controllers obtained with the PSO 
method. Figure 10(a-g) presents the IT2FL input and output membership function plots after 
tuning with the PSO algorithm.Table 5 shows theresults of IT2FL-PSO election winning 
chance.Figure 11 shows the graph oftheresults of IT2FL-PSO election winning chance. Table 6 
contains the configuration values of the IT2FL-PSO, the execution time of hybrid IT2FL-PSO 
and the average error for each configuration. The goal of using the optimal controller is to obtain 
the best steady state error.Figure 12 shows the behaviour of theindividuals/particles of the PSO 
approach giving the best IT2FLC to predict the election result.The first row shows the best 
IT2FLC obtained by PSO with 0.0128 minimum errors. 
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Fig. 10: IT2FL Input and output Membership Function plots after tuning with PSO (a) Popularity (b) 
Strength of Party (c) Credibility   (d) Financial/Economic power (e) Years in active politics (f) Educational 

achievement and (g) Winning Chances 
 

Table 6:  IT2FL-PSO Election Winning Chance Results 
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Fig. 11: The graph of the results of IT2FL-PSO for election result prediction 
 

Table 7: Results of the IT2FL obtained by PSO approach with Execution Time and Average Error for 
Election Prediction 

 

No. Particles Iteration/ 
Generation 

C1 C2 Inertia Execution 
Time 

Error 

1 200 200 0.84 0.77 0.33980 4:48:34 0.0128 
2 60 70 1.2 0.94 0.49484 4:42:04 0.0411 
3 50 100 2 2 0.36603 4:29:30 0.4344 
4 150 45 0.58 0.97 0.63619 4:43:39 0.5412 
5 70 80 1.3 1.56 0.54752 4:35:03 0.5991 
6 40 75 0.63 0.79 0.47059 4:40:30 0.0834 
7 25 80 1.4 0.98 0.44752 4:38:15 0.0985 
8 200 70 0.81 0.91 0.13141 3:33:46 0.1232 
9 90 50 1.76 1.85 0.60501 4:45:48 1.9758 
10 200 80 0.73 0.15 0.84235 3:48:34 0.12 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 12: The behaviour of the individuals/particles of the PSO approach with optimized IT2FL at the Best 
PSO of 0.01278 

 
The comparison of IT2FL and IT2FL-PSO methods is shown in the summary of the results in 
Table 7. Figure 12 shows the graph of the comparison of the IT2FL andIT2FL-PSOapproaches in 
election result prediction.  
. 
 
 

Best PSO = 0.01278 
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Table 8: Comparison of the IT2FL andIT2FL-PSOmethods in election result prediction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 13:  The graph of the comparison of the IT2FL andIT2FL-PSOapproaches in election result 
prediction 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we describe the application of a bio-inspired method to design an optimized IT2FL 
controller using PSO method. To test the optimized IT2FLC,a prediction of winning chances in 
an election was carried out, using a case study of Akwa Ibom State in Nigeria. To achieve our 
objective, IT2FL system was used which considers all the important parameters that must affect 
the prediction (winning chances) of a candidate in an election. Six parameters were defined using 
the Gaussian membership functions approach.  99 rules were defined based on "if-then" 
conditions and stored in the rule-base. The results of both IT2FLC and IT2FL-PSO with respect 
to election prediction were presented. From the IT2FL-PSO results, it was observed that the 
behaviour of the individuals/particles of the PSO approach with optimized IT2FL performed best 
at PSO value of 0.01278. 
 

To perform a comparison of the optimization method we present a final table of results, where the 
average error of 10 tests of each IT2FL controller  was applied to predict the winning chances in 
an election. The plots of the result showed that the optimal IT2FLC could get stability in less than 
10 seconds. The IT2FLC obtained by PSO performed better than the result obtained with ordinary 
IT2FLCs in terms of stability and average error.  
 

Generally, the simulated results indicate that the IT2FLC obtained using PSO approach as applied 
to election prediction system has improved the results with less error and better prediction. With 
the satisfactory results, the study can be used as an automatic prediction evaluator in the field of 
election and other related processes. In the future, the number of input parameters could be added 

No IT2FL IT2FL-PSO 
1 60.3 62.28683 
2 60.19783 62.25202 
3 50.18605 52.81921 
4 17.64278 21.93618 
5 60.22269 62.03462 
6 78.73049 79.79031 
7 59.20954 64.85969 
8 75.47522 76.99285 
9 60.31628 63.44625 

10 60.3 62.76658 
11 58.04733 62.83292 

 

No IT2FL IT2FL-PSO 
12 60.3 62.28683 
13 80.30631 81.90493 
14 80.17248 82.07171 
15 60.3 62.28683 
16 75.36295 78.17228 
17 79.85012 80.78207 
18 43.09218 46.12043 
19 63.61258 67.74694 
20 66.39356 74.3621 

….. …… … 
39 60.038 62.3788 
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to the system to achieve more accurate results. Hybrid approach could also be employed to 
improve the fuzzy logic controller design.   
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